
Reading for Wellbeing: what’s it all about?
‘Reading for Wellbeing’ can be defined as reading self-help books to help you tackle problems you 
may be facing at a particular time in your life. It involves reading specific books or e-books which are 
relevant to your situation.  

The Counselling Team has identified a list of books and e-books that are available from the University 
Library that you might find helpful. There are over 20 topics, including anxiety, stress, depression, 
bereavement and relationships. Why not have a look at the list to see whether there is a book that 
might help you?  

Reading self-help books could be the first step you take to get support with the issues you are 
facing. They can help you feel that you are not alone, and that you are not the first or last person 
likely to face these problems.  

The benefits of reading for wellbeing: 

• It can be reassuring to feel that you are not alone in dealing with a particular problem. You may
gain a new perspective on your situation, and feel more able to tackle it.

• Many of the books contain questionnaires to help you learn about yourself and practical exercises
for you to try. Learning new tools and coping strategies will help you feel more in control of your
life. Learning about an issue might give you the right words and confidence to seek additional
help, such as talking with your friends and family, your GP, a Counsellor or a Lecturer.

• If you feel more able to tackle personal issues, this can help get your studies back on
track. Research has shown that reading for wellbeing can help boost our wellbeing, self-
confidence, self-esteem and overall quality of life.

How to access the books:

• Click on the paperclip to browse our list to identify the self-help topic/s you are interested in. 
Once you have identified a book or books, log in to the University Library catalogue to check 
availability as you would for any books you need for your studies. Our book list details which 
campus or campuses each title is shelved at. If a book is held on another campus, you can request 
it in the usual way.

• The books on our list are shelved in the library according to subject area. They are not in a distinct 
‘self-help’ area, so you can browse personal or sensitive subjects in a discreet way.

• Some of the titles on our list are e-books – these are a great option if you want a very discreet and 
practical alternative to a paper book.

• As well as having a look at the self-help books on our book list, you might also want to check out 
the Library catalogue for fiction – reading fiction for pleasure is a great way of unwinding and 
giving yourself some ‘me time’! 

http://www.uws.ac.uk/counselling/
https://uws-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/primo-explore/search?sortby=rank&vid=44PAI_V1&lang=en_US
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		Rowe, Dorothy		Depression: the way out of your prison		616.8527 ROW		616.8527 ROW		616.8527 ROW								Brunner-Routledge

		Scott, Jan		Overcoming mood swings: a self-help guide using cognitive behavioural techniques				616.85270651 SCO										Constable

		Thomson, B & Broadway-Horner, M.		Managing depression with CBT (cognitive behavioural therapy)												Yes		Wiley

		Williams, Chris		Overcoming depression: a five areas approach				616.852706 WIL		616.852706 WIL								Arnold
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		Joseph, Avi		Cognitive behavioural therapy: your route out of perfectionism, self-sabotage and other everyday habits										616.891425 JOS				Capstone

		Perry, Andrea		Isn't it about time? ; how to stop putting things off and get on with your life		158.1 PER				158.1 PER								Worth

		Steel, Piers		The procrastination equation: how to stop putting things off and start getting things done										155.232 STE				Prentice Hall Life
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		Bradley, Alan & Beveridge, Jody		How to help the children survive the divorce						306.89 BRA								Foulsham

		Cole, Julia & Relate		Loving yourself, loving another: the importance of self-esteem for successful relationships						158.2				158.2 COL				Vermilion

		Litvinoff, Sarah		Starting again: learning from the past to give you a better future										616.89156 LIT				Vermilion



		Resilience

		Neenan, Michael 		Developing resilience: a cognitive-behavioural approach												Yes		Routledge

		Southwick, S M. & Charney, D. S. 		Resilience: the science of mastering life's greatest challenges												Yes		Cambridge University Press

		Webb, Liggy		Resilience: how to cope when everything around you keeps changing 		155.24 WEB				155.24 WEB				155.24 WEB				Capstone Publishing



		Self-esteem/self-confidence

		Aron, Elaine, N.		The highly sensitive person: how to thrive when the world overwhelms you						158.2 ARO								Element 

		Atkinson, Sue		Building self-esteem: a practical guide to growing in confidence				158.12 ATK										Lion Publishing Plc

		Cain, Susan		Quiet: the power of introverts in a world that can't stop talking						155.232 CAI				155.232 CAI				Penguin

		Cole, Julia & Relate		Loving yourself, loving another: the importance of self-esteem for successful relationships						158.2 COL				158.2 COL				Vermilion

		Davies, Philippa		Increasing confidence 				158.1 DAV										Dorling Kindersley

		Fennell, Melanie		An introduction to improving your self-esteem										158.1 FEN				Robinson

		Fennell, Melanie		Overcoming low self-esteem: a self-help guide using cognitive behavioural techniques				158.1 FEN						158.1 FEN				Robinson

		Jeffers, Susan		Feel the fear and do it anyway: how to turn your fear & indecision into confidence and action				158.1 JEF										Arrow

		McMahon, Gladeana		Confidence works: learn to be your own life coach				158.1 MCM										Sheldon



		Self-harm & suicide

		Bornstein, Kate		Hello, cruel world: 101 alternatives to suicide for teens, freaks & other outlaws										616.85844505 BOR				Seven Stories Press

		McDougall, Tim		Helping children and young people who self-harm: an introduction to self-harming and suicidal behaviour										618.928582 MCD				Routledge

		Schmidt, Ulrike		Life after self-harm: a guide to the future		616.8582 SCH												Brunner-Routledge

		Smith, G, Cox, D. & Saradjian, J.		Women and self-harm										616.85820082 SMI				Women's Press

		Sutton, Jan		Healing the hurt within: understanding self-injury & self-harm, and heal the emotional wounds				616.8582 SUT										How to Books

		Wertheimer, Alison		A special scar: the experiences of people bereaved by suicide 		362.283 WER				362.283 WER				362.283 WER				Routledge



		Sexuality

		Clifford, Doreen		Caring for sexuality in health and illness		306.7 CLI				306.7 WEL				306.7 CLI				Churchill Livingstone

		LeVay, Simon		Human sexuality						306.7 LEV				306.7 LEV				Sinauer Associates

		Williams, Christine L.		Sexuality and gender		306.76 ACR								306.7 WIL				Blackwell



		Sleep

		Espie, Colin		Overcoming insomnia and sleep problems				616.84982 ESP		616.84982 ESP								Robinson

		MacEoin, Beth		How to cope successfully with sleeping well: the drug-free away				616.84982 MAC										Wellhouse

		Vukovic, Laurel		Overcoming sleep disorders naturally				616.8498 VUK										Basic Health Publications



		Social anxiety

		Butler, Gillian		Overcoming social anxiety and shyness				616.852206 BUT										Basic Books

		Lewis, Matt 		Overcoming social anxiety and shyness										616.8522 LEW				CreateSpace Independent Publishing Platform



		Stress & anxiety

		Bourne, Edmund J.		The anxiety and phobia workbook				616.85220076 BOU										New Harbinger

		Challacombe, Fiona et al		Break free from OCD: overcoming obsessive compulsive disorder using CBT										616.8522706 CHA				Vermilion

		Davis, Martha et al		The relaxation and stress reduction workbook				155.90942 DAV										New Harbinger

		Nick Dubin		Asperger syndrome and anxiety: a guide to successful stress management										616.858832 DUB				Jessica Kingsley

		Edelman, Sarah 		Change your thinking: overcome stress, combat anxiety and depression, and improve your life with CBT				616.89142 EDE						616.891425 EDE				Marlowe & Co.

		Freeman, Daniel & Freeman, Jason 		Anxiety: a very short introduction		616.8522 FRE												Oxford University Press

		Ingram, Christine		Panic attacks: what they are, why they happen and what you can do about them				616.85223 ING		616.85223 ING				616.85223 ING				Thorsons

		Marks, Isaac Meyer		Living with fear						152.46 MAR								McGraw-Hill

		Marks, Isaac Meyer		Living with fear: understanding and coping with anxiety				616.8522 MAR										McGraw-Hill

		Merlin, Bella		Facing the fear: an actor's guide to overcoming stage fright		792.028019 MER												Nick Hern Books

		Trickett, Shirley		Coping with anxiety and depression				616.8527 TRI										Sheldon Press

		Weekes, Claire		Self-help for your nerves				616.8522306 WEE										Thorsons

		Williams, Chris		Overcoming anxiety: a five areas approach		 		616.8522 WIL						616.85223 WIL				Hodder Arnold

		Williams, Chris		Overcoming anxiety, stress and panic: a five areas approach		616.8522 WIL		616.8522 WIL								Yes		Hodder Arnold



		Student life & study skills

		Burns, Tom & Sinfield, Sandra 		Essential study skills: the complete guide to success at university		378.170281 BUR		378.170281 BUR		378.170281 BUR				378.170281 BUR				Sage

		Buzan, Tony		Buzan's study skills: mind maps, memory techniques, speed reading														BBC Active

		Connelly, Jacqueline & Forsyth, Patrick 		The study skills guide: essential strategies for smart students 										378.170281 CON				Kogan Page

		Cottrell, Stella 		The study skills handbook		378.170281 COT		378.170281 COT		378.170281 COT		378.170281 COT		378.170281 COT				Palgrave Macmillan

		Cottrell, Stella & Morris, Neil 		Study skills connected: using technology to support your studies														Palgrave Macmillan

		Fandl, Kevin, J.		Success as an online student: strategies for effective learning						374.4						Yes		Elsevier

		Gosling, Patricia & Noordam, Bart 		Mastering your PhD: survival and success in the doctoral years and beyond												Yes		Springer

		Gribben, Monica 		The study skills toolkit for students with dyslexia										378.170281 GRI				Sage

		Hargreaves, Sandra (ed.)		Study skills for students with dyslexia										371.914430281 HAR				Sage

		Levin, Peter		Conquer study stress! : 20 problems solved 				378.170281 LEV						378.170281 LEV				Open University Press

		McIlroy, David		Studying @ university: how to be a successful student				378.170281 MCI						378.170281 MCI				Sage Publications

		McMillan, Kathleen & Weyers, Jonathan		The smarter student		378.170281 MCM		378.170281 MCM		378.170281 MCM				378.170281 MCC				Prentice Hall

		McMillan, Kathleen & Weyers, Jonathan		The study skills book										378.170281 MCM				Pearson

		McMillan, Kathleen & Weyers, Jonathan		Study skills for international students  										378.170281 MCM				Prentice Hall

		Owton, Helen 		Studying as a parent: a handbook for success						378.19825 OWT				 				Palgrave Macmillan

		Palmer, Stephen & Puri, Angela		Coping with stress at university: a survival guide 										378.198019 PAL				Sage

		Reinders, Hayo		The international student handbook										378.19829 REI				Palgrave Macmillan

		Rugg, Gordon		The stress-free guide to studying at university: a student's guide towards a better life				378.1971 RUG		378.1971 RUG				 				Sage

		Tamblin, Louise & Ward, Pat 		The smart study guide: psychological techniques for student success		378.170281 TAM								 				Blackwell

		Wilson, Elizabeth & Bedford, Dorothy 		Study skills for part-time students										378.170281 WIL				Prentice Hall



		Time management

		Forsyth, Patrick		Successful time management										650.11 FOR				Kogan Page

		Mayer, Jeffrey J.		Time management for dummies										658.4093 MAY				IDG

		Williams, Kate		Time management						378.198 WIL				378.198 WIL				Palgrave Macmillan



		Trauma

		Herman, Judith Lewis		Trauma and recovery: from domestic abuse to political terror						616.8521 HER				616.8521 HER				Pandora

		Jones, Wendy		Miscarriage: overcoming the physical and emotional trauma														Thorsons

		Rothschild, Babette		8 keys to safe trauma recovery: take-charge strategies to empower your healing 				616.8521 ROT		616.8521 ROT								Norton

		Whitfield, Charles		Memory and abuse: remembering and healing the effects of trauma										616.8582239 WHI				Health Communications
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